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Idiopathic short stature (ISS) is a term used to describe a selection of short children for
whom no precise aetiology has been identified. Molecular investigations have made
notable discoveries in children with ISS, thus removing them from this category. However,
many, if not the majority of children referred with short stature, are designated ISS. Our
interest in defects of GH action, i.e. GH resistance, has led to a study of children with mild
GH resistance, who we believe can be mis-categorised as ISS leading to potential
inappropriate management. Approval of ISS by the FDA for hGH therapy has resulted
in many short children receiving this treatment. The results are extremely variable. It is
therefore important to correctly assess and investigate all ISS subjects in order to identify
those with mild but unequivocal GH resistance, as in cases of PAPP-A2 deficiency. The
correct identification of GH resistance defects will direct therapy towards rhIGF-I rather
than rhGH. This example illustrates the importance of recognition of GH resistance among
the very large number patients referred with short stature who are labelled as ‘ISS’.

Keywords: growth, short stature, growth hormone resistance, genetic defects, idiopathic short stature, growth
hormone therapy
INTRODUCTION

The term idiopathic short stature (ISS) was first applied to short children without a known aetiology
over 35 years ago, long before the era of molecular investigation. A current definition of ISS will be
discussed below. However, ISS is not a definitive diagnosis. Its original use as a description of
children with short stature, who did not have GH deficiency, served a purpose in its day, but now
clinicians take the investigation of such children further, with new opportunities presenting a
realistic chance of identifying causative pathogeneses (1). As precision medicine attempts to
personalise diagnosis and therapy, new genetic discoveries in the GH-IGF-I axis and growth
plate chondrogenesis provide opportunities for more precise diagnosis (1).
GH RESISTANCE

GH resistance in children embraces a range of defects in the GH-IGF-I axis characterised by an
abnormality in the action of GH (2). In the context of child with short stature, it is the milder forms
of GH resistance, which tend to be confused with ISS. The extreme or ‘classical’ form of GH
resistance, so-called Laron syndrome, is relatively easy to diagnose because of its extreme phenotype
n.org December 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 7810441
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and is unlikely to be confused with ISS. However milder or ‘non-
classical’ GH resistance disorders might overlap clinically and
thus be mis-categorised as ISS. In 2019, an extensive review of
mild or ‘non-classical’ abnormalities of GH action was published
by our group (3). These findings will be summarised below
together with a hypothesis that in many cases mild GH resistance
disorders may be mis-diagnosed as ISS.
THE ORIGIN OF THE ISS DESIGNATION

The diagnosis of GH deficiency in children entered clinical
practice in the late 1960s with the demonstration of GH
release following stimulation by insulin-induced hypoglycaemia
or acute administration of glucagon and other GH secretagogues
(4). GH stimulation tests permitted diagnosis of GH deficiency
and thereby separated GH deficient patients from those with
similar appearance but normal GH secretion. Towards the end of
the era of administration of pituitary-derived hGH, which
terminated in 1985 due to the Creutzfeldt-Jakob epidemic, the
anticipation of the availability of recombinant hGH (rhGH), first
synthesized in 1979 (5), led to short and long-term studies of
hGH therapy in subjects with so-called ‘normal variant short
stature’ (6) or labelled as ‘short normal’ children (7). A
conference, convened at the NIH in November 1983 to discuss
the future use of rhGH in short children without GH deficiency,
concluded that in a society that ‘values tallness’, controlled
research studies of rhGH in such patients were authorized (8).
At that meeting, ISS as a diagnostic group acquired
scientific respectability.
CURRENT DEFINITION OF ISS AND ITS
SUB-CLASSIFICATION

The definition of ISS is clinically important because inclusion of
a child with short stature within this designation may, in certain
societies where ISS is approved for hGH therapy, provide an
indication for this treatment. ISS is currently defined as short
stature with height <-2 SDS, normal birth size (birth weight and
length >-2 SDS), absence of abnormal physical features and
normal general screening investigations, normal body
proportions and absence of major dysmorphic features (9). It
should be noted that the above definition of ISS is different from
the height criterion of <-2.25 SD approved by the FDA for rhGH
therapy (10).

The components of ISS were critically appraised in two
reviews by Wit et al. in 2008 (10, 11). A Consensus Statement
on ISS management was also published in 2008 (12). ISS was
subdivided into familial short stature (FSS) with normal or
delayed bone age and non-familial short stature (NFSS) with
normal or delayed bone age (9–11). The definitions proposed for
FSS and NFSS are based on the calculation of ‘conditional’ target
height (cTH), which is adjusted for the correlation between
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maternal and paternal heights, so-called assortative mating,
and for the correlation between children’s height SDS and
mid-parental height SDS (13). The definition of FSS is Height
SDS = cTH SDS ± 1.6 and of NFSS, Height SDS < cTH SDS -1.6
based on the fact that 95% of healthy children have Height SDS =
cTH SDS ± 1.6 (the TH range). It should be noted that FSS may
co-exist with constitutional delay of growth and puberty (CDGP)
in the same patient, who might present earlier with short stature.
Most children with CDGP seen in a growth disorders clinic have
at least one parent who is short.

It is likely that in most subjects with FSS, the short stature is
related to the inheritance of polygenic variants from both parents
with multiple small negative effects on height. However, a copy
number variant (CNV) or monogenic defect is also possible,
particularly if there is a pattern of dominant inheritance, notably
from one parent. The inheritance of multiple variants in the same
or different growth-related pathways may occur (14). In children
with NFSS and a slow tempo of growth constitutional delay of
growth and puberty is statistically the most likely diagnosis,
particularly if bone age is delayed and the family history is
positive for delayed puberty. However, also a recessive or de novo
pathogenic gene variant or CNV should be considered. It is in the
NFSS group that defects associated with adult height below
parental target height are most likely to occur.

At the time when the GH-IGF-I axis was considered to be the
major influence for growth regulation, ‘ISS’ was used to describe
children who fell between GH deficiency and GH insensitivity in
the so-called GH-IGF-I axis continuum model (Figure 1) (15).
According to this model, ISS subjects should have a normal
physiological equilibrium between GH sensitivity and GH
deficiency, which is the case for those with FSS, where no
endocrine defect in the child or parents has been identified.
However, since the discovery that most genes associated with
normal linear growth have no direct relationship with the GH-
IGF-I axis (16), it appears more useful to think in terms of
another conceptual framework for understanding short and tall
stature that is centred not on the GH-IGF-I axis, but rather on
the growth plate (17). In the 21st Century, 35 years after its
inception, ISS therefore describes a highly heterogeneous group
of short patients and should no longer be used as a single
definitive diagnostic category (1).
ASSESSMENT OF PATIENTS WITH SHORT
STATURE AND INVESTIGATION OF ISS
AND GH RESISTANCE

A diagnostic algorithm for investigation of short stature is shown
in Figure 2. The three key approaches of clinical assessment,
endocrine evaluation and genetic analysis should have equal
status in the hierarchy of assessment variables. We resist the
suggestion to give genetic analysis more prominence (14) at the
expense of clinical assessment, because clinical skills are crucial
in terms of identifying a phenotype and taking a valuable history
(1). The classification of growth disorders into primary growth
December 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 781044
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plate defects and secondary abnormalities affecting growth plate
function has redressed the balance of probability of correct
pathogenesis away from the GH-IGF-I axis towards defects of
chondrogenesis (1, 17). A diagnosis of GH resistance can be
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 3
made following evaluation of GH secretion and the IGF system
(Figure 2), however the precise molecular pathogenesis will
require next generation sequencing using either candidate gene
or whole exome sequencing techniques (1, 2, 14).
FIGURE 2 | Algorithm for investigation of short stature, idiopathic short stature and GH resistance.
FIGURE 1 | The continuum model showing the relationship between disorders of the GH-IGF-I axis and responsiveness to hGH therapy. Suggested therapy with
doses of rhGH and rhIGF-I relating to the different disorders is also shown.
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ENDOCRINE ABNORMALITIES IN
PATIENTS INITIALLY CONSIDERED
TO HAVE ISS

In the 1980s and 1990s the study of childhood linear growth
focused on the function of different components of the GH-IGF-
I axis and enormous progress in the understanding of this axis
was made (18). The original somatomedin hypothesis, published
in 1957 (19), was up-dated 50 years later (20) showing that the
IGF system played a key role in growth regulation with both
circulating and peripherally produced IGF-I having individual
roles (21). IGF-I deficiency was reported to occur in a proportion
of short patients with normal GH secretion (22), which placed
some ISS patients in an intermediate position between GH
deficiency and GH resistance, although some overlap existed.
GH RESISTANCE AS A COMPONENT
OF ISS

Evidence has accumulated that some ISS patients have a degree
of functional GH resistance (22) with a broad range of generation
of IGF-I in response to GH. The important study by Cohen et al.
in 2007 reported that in some ISS patients high doses of rhGH
were needed to reach a serum IGF-I concentration of +2 SD (23).
Evidence of subnormal generation of IGF-I was also
demonstrated in the elegant studies by Buckway and Selva of
responses in the IGF-I generation test (IGFGT). Compared to
normal control subjects, ISS patients had basal IGF-I levels in the
lower half of the normal range and after GH stimulation on days
5 and 8 of the IGFGT, IGF-I levels were significantly lower than
normal, regardless of GH dose (24, 25). It should be noted that
the IGFGT has suffered from a lack of standardization, both of
dose of rhGH used and duration of stimulation (10). Similarly,
normative data have not been established and the routine use of
the IGFGT is not recommended in the investigation of ISS (12).
The hormonal findings of possible IGF-I deficiency in ISS
challenge the definition that states that ISS is associated with
no endocrine abnormality. The molecular basis of these findings
was not apparent at that time.
VARIANTS IN GENES REGULATING GH
ACTION WITH PHENOTYPES
CONSISTENT WITH ISS

ISS patients may have variable GH resistance and IGF-I
concentrations (10) and consistent with this, a proportion have
a diminished response to rhGH therapy (11, 15). Therefore, it
has been suggested that less deleterious GHR gene defects may
cause ISS associated with features of GH resistance (26).
Numerous studies of ISS cohorts have reported heterozygous
GHR variants occurring with a frequency ranging from 5 to
15.5% (27). It has also been noted that GHR sequence changes
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 4
are common in children with ISS with many also identified in
control subjects and normal stature family members (3).

Since the inception of genetic investigations of short stature
phenotypes in the late 1980s, a number of pathogenic variants
have been discovered in children labelled as having ISS. Mild
forms of GH resistance can be broadly divided into three
categories; 1) aberrations of GH signalling caused by
homozygous or heterozygous variants of genes encoding the
GH receptor (GHR) or Signal Transducer And Activator of
Transcription 5B (STAT5B) (3, 28); 2) defects of IGF-I
secretion (IGFI), transport (IGFALS) and bioavailability
(PAPPA2) (3, 29, 30) and; 3) IGF-I insensitivity (IGFIR) (31).
A summary of phenotypic and endocrine features of genetic
defects consistent with ISS is shown in Table 1.
GHR MUTATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
MILD PHENOTYPES

In the endocrine scientific community, there was initially some
resistance to the concept of GHR mutations being associated
with a milder phenotype than is seen in classical Laron
syndrome. However, there is clear evidence that GH
insensitivity of primary genetic origin is not always associated
with extreme short stature (3). Evidence of a phenotypic and
biochemical continuum in patients characterised as having GH
insensitivity first arose from a European cohort of 82 subjects
identified for replacement therapy with rhIGF-I (2). Phenotypic
characteristics were strikingly broad with heights ranging from
-2.2 to -10.4 SDS. An analysis of 70 subjects with features of GH
insensitivity and GHR mutations in our laboratory showed that
height SDS was significantly related to the type of GHR defect,
with subjects having dominant negative or homozygous 6y
pseudoexon mutations (see below) being more mildly affected
than those with nonsense, missense or splice mutations (2).

Dominant Negative GHR Mutations
Heterozygous dominant-negative GHR mutations were reported
in seven children with growth failure and heights ranging from
-2.0 to -4.2 SDS (3, 32). In addition to the short stature being
milder than in Laron syndrome, none of these patients had the
dysmorphic cranio-facial features of classical GH insensitivity.
Facial appearances were normal or only minimally dysmorphic.
All subjects had IGF-I deficiency with normal GH secretion as
evidence of their GH resistance. It is understandable that such
patients, if not investigated in detail, could be incorrectly
categorised as having ISS and therefore potentially treated with
rhGH, to which they would not be responsive (11).

The Intronic GHR Pseudoexon Mutation
The intronic GHR pseudoexon mutation (6y) was first described
in 2001 in four siblings with mild GH insensitivity from a
consanguineous Pakistani family (33). The inclusion of the
abnormal pseudoexon sequence in the GHR transcript
translates to the insertion of 36 new amino acids within the
extracellular domain and induces abnormal function of the
December 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 781044
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mutant GHR protein. In 2018, the group from the William
Harvey Research Institute in London reported 20 cases, the clear
majority being from consanguineous Pakistani families (34). The
mean height SDS was -4.1 ± 0.95, mean IGF-I SDS was -2.8 ± 1.4
SDS and mean IGFBP-3 SDS was -3.0 ± 2.1. Ten out of the 20
subjects (50%) had facial features consistent with classical GH
insensitivity and 10 had normal facial appearance. The
phenotype of 6y subjects is therefore variable, more so than in
other extracellular GHR mutations and it has recently been
reported that variable amounts of 6y- and wild type-GHR
transcripts were identified in 6y patients. Higher 6y:wild-type
GHR transcript ratio correlated with the severity of the short
stature phenotype (35).

IGFALS and PAPP-A2 Mutations
Additional homozygous mutations associated with relatively mild
short stature, hence predisposing to incorrect categorisation as
ISS, are defects of the acid-labile subunit (IGFALS) and
pregnancy-associated plasma protein A2 (PAPP-A2) genes.
Both these proteins have key functional roles in the transport of
IGF-I and IGFBP-3 in the circulation and the regulation of IGF-I
bioavailability to peripheral tissues. IGFALS mutations cause
severe deficiency of circulating ALS, with the inability to form
the ternary complex resulting in marked reduction of serum IGF-
I and IGFBP-3 concentrations (2, 3). However, paradoxically, the
degree of growth disturbance is mild, presumably related to
generation of free IGF-I in peripheral tissues, hence preserving
autocrine/paracrine IGF-I action.

In 2016, the first human cases of PAPP-A2 deficiency were
described that led to increased circulating IGF-I and IGFBP-3
concentrations due to an inability of the PAPP-A2 protein to
cleave the ternary complex and release free bioavailable IGF-I
(29). As in ALS deficiency, the phenotype is subtle, being
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 5
characterised by mild short stature (height ranging from -1.0
to -3.8 SDS), mild microcephaly, long thin nose and
small chin with long fingers and toes. However, the serum
concentrations of (total) IGF-I, IGFBP-3 and ALS are
diagnostically elevated (3).

Heterozygous Mutations Causing
Short Stature
Heterozygous mutations of key genes regulating GH action may
be associated with short stature phenotypes, but these are less
severe than those caused by their homozygous counterparts.
Examples are mutations of the following genes; GHR, STAT5B,
IGF-I and IGFALS (1, 3).
ISS AS AN INDICATION FOR RHGH
THERAPY

When hGH was approved by the FDA in October 1985 for
therapy in children with ‘inadequate GH’, this was contingent on
the establishment of post-marketing surveillance. Genentech, the
makers of the approved rhGH, Protropin, set up the National
Cooperative Growth Study (NCGS), within which ISS was a
designated diagnostic group (36). ‘Idiopathic short stature’, thus
became an established label for short children with normal GH
secretion, normal birth weight and absence of chromosomal
defects or chronic illness and was soon adopted throughout the
paediatric endocrinology community, particularly in the USA.
Alternative terms were proposed such as idiopathic growth
failure (IGF) or growth failure of unknown aetiology (GFUE)
to change the emphasis from “stature” to “growth” or growth
rate (1). However, the term ISS prevailed and thirty five years
TABLE 1 | Summary of phenotypic and biochemical features of defects causing GH resistance originally labelled as ISS.

Phenotype Gene defect

GHR heterozygous
dominant negative

GHR
pseudo-exon

STAT5B heterozygous
dominant negative

IGFI IGF2 (heterozygous
variants)

IGFALS PAPPA2

Short stature + + + + + + +
Mid-face
hypoplasia

– * +/– – – – –

Other facial
dysmorphism

– – – +
Micrognathia

+ – +
Long thin

nose
Small chin

Deafness – – – +/– – – –

Microcephaly – – – + – – +/–
Intellectual deficits – – – + – – –

Pubertal delay – – +/– – – + –

Immune deficiency – – + – – – –

Hypoglycemia – + –/+ – n/r – –

Hyper-insulinemia – – – +/– n/r + +
IGF-I ↓ n/↓ ↓ n/↓ n/↑ ↓ ↑
IGFBP-3 ↓ n/↓ ↓ n n/↑ ↓ ↑
ALS n/↓ n/↓ +/– n n/r ↓ ↑
GH ↑ n/↑ ↑ n/↑ n/↑ ↑ ↑
GHBP deficiency +/– – – – – – –
December 2021 | Volum
e 12 | Ar
+, Positive; –, Negative; +/–, Predominantly positive; –/+, Predominantly negative; *, approximately 50%; n/a, not applicable; n/r, not reported; ↑, increased; ↓, decreased; n, normal; ALS,
acid labile subunit; IGFBP-3, IGF binding protein-3; GHBP, growth hormone binding protein.
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later, remains a popular designation for short children with no
defined aetiology. Importantly, patients with “normal variant
short stature” specifically those with familial short stature and
constitutional growth delay were not excluded from the
“ISS” designation.

Randomized clinical trials with rhGH were led by the Pharma
Industry and produced positive growth-promoting results (37,
38) and ISS was soon referred to as ‘a condition termed idiopathic
short stature’ or a ‘diagnostic category’ (39). Positive data
confirmed the effects of rhGH therapy, notably compared with
placebo-treated controls (38). Predictably, these results lead to
approval of ISS by the FDA in 2003 as an indication for rhGH
therapy, under the criteria of height <-2.25 SD without evidence
of underlying disease or GH deficiency and short expected adult
height. This decision had major implications on clinical practice
as suddenly 400,000 children in the USA were eligible for rhGH
therapy (40). Similar applications to the European Medicines
Agency were unsuccessful, due largely to the absence of data
showing a positive rhGH-effect on quality of life (41).

The FDA approval for hGH therapy of ISS consolidated this
category of patients in the minds of paediatricians with data
on efficacy and safety accumulating in international databases
such as the Kabi international growth study (KIGS) and NCGS
(42). Results of cohorts of ISS subjects were, and still are,
being regularly analysed and published (43, 44) and are used
as the basis for management guidelines (45). ISS is also used as a
diagnostic category in the ESPE and International Classifications
of Pediatric Endocrine Disorders (www.icped.org) (46). Notably,
the ISS patients treated with rhGH responded inconsistently and
in particular, growth during year 1 of therapy did not predict the
response in year 2, which emphasised the marked heterogeneity
of patients carrying the ISS label (47).
INFLUENCE OF GH RESISTANCE ON
GROWTH RESPONSE TO RHGH

In clinical medicine, ‘diagnosis’ generally means that the
aetiology of a condition has been identified. As stated above,
ISS is not a final diagnosis and the designation ‘idiopathic’means
that no aetiology has been identified. We accept that the term ISS
will continue to be used. The FDA licence for rhGH therapy in
ISS increases the temptation for clinicians to use this label in
order to prescribe rhGH either as short-term or long-term
therapy. Doses of rhGH higher than those recommended by
the FDA and EMA must not be used as this would increase the
risk of adverse effects of supranormal IGF-I levels and possible
non-growth related effects such as acromegaloid features (11).

However, this approach can be both psychologically
damaging when an over-optimistic height prognosis is
predicted to rhGH therapy and counter-productive when a
pathogenesis supporting alternative therapy such as rhIGF-I
would be more effective. The challenge for a clinician who is
presented with a patient with short stature, who has normal GH
secretion, but deserves rhGH therapy because of significant short
stature, revolves around decisions of whether to treat with rhGH
Frontiers in Endocrinology | www.frontiersin.org 6
doses appropriate for GH deficiency or to use higher doses
advised for ISS. Alternatively, should rhIGF-I be prescribed
based on evidence of GH resistance?

Treatment with rhGH is usually taken as the ‘safest choice’,
but may not be the best choice if the diagnosed defect is situated
in a position on the continuum model GH responsiveness scale
which suggests that rhGH therapy is unlikely to be beneficial
(Figure 1). Clinicians have been hesitant to prescribe rhIGF-I as
first choice in this situation. Published data on the effect of
rhIGF-I in ISS subjects are extremely rare. WE would
recommend that rhIGF-I is given for specific disorders where
the origin and nature of the Gh resistance has been clearly
demonstrated. However, if serum IGF-I is consistently low and
GH secretion is normal, a diagnosis of GH resistance can be
made and first-line therapy with rhIGF-I is indicated, which can
be beneficial in the long-term (45).

A case in point is the molecular disorder of PAPP-A2
mutations. Affected children have mild short stature with
subtle dysmorphic features. If labelled as ISS, rhGH therapy
might well be prescribed. In fact, identifying and understanding
the correct pathogenesis will lead to therapy with rhIGF-I, as the
mutation results in deficiency of free IGF-I, and positive
responses to rhIGF-I therapy have now been reported (48, 49).
The same argument applies to mild GHR mutations, where
responses to rhIGF-I have also been documented (3, 34), in
contrast to lack of evidence of responses to rhGH. Genetic
identification of IGFIR defects can be compared to published
experience of rhGH therapy in such patients (31) rather than to
non-specific responses to rhGH in idiopathic SGA subjects.
CONCLUSIONS

We have described how the term ‘idiopathic short stature’ was
created, then adopted and is likely to continue to be used.
Investigation of children with short stature should in our
opinion follow three simultaneous lines of approach, clinical
assessment, endocrine evaluation and genetic analysis. These
three components should have equal status in the hierarchy of
the investigational tree. This comprehensive diagnostic approach
in children with short stature and normal GH secretion can give
a relatively high positive diagnostic yield (50). The identification
of GH resistance in a child who would otherwise be labelled as
having ISS, immediately removes the patient from the ISS
category and treatment can be approached on an individual
basis. If rhGH is to be used for the treatment of ISS, a high dose
of rhGH ~50 mg/kg/day should be used and if no growth
acceleration is seen after one year, the treatment should be
discontinued and alternative therapy considered (12).
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